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the proper fit expensive Reader, i am not a lot on placing phrases to paper, motion is extra up
my alley. if you did not recognize it, i am Flame, the reigning champion within the common
Wrestling international (UWW). So why am I here? simply because i am burning to allow you to
in at the secrets and techniques of my profession?professional wrestling. I grew up in a
wrestling family members and minimize my the teeth at the squared circle, which incidentally is
the single "lady" I belief any more. i have long gone and purchased out a small press journal in
Madison, The Perfect match Wisconsin that was once going no the place fast, employed a girl
by means of the identify of Khristen Roberts, who in keeping with the editor-in-chief is untrained
and desires not anything greater than to be a journalist. Okay, i am a The Perfect match sucker
in assisting humans out, it really is my one weakness, if i've got any. challenge is she's on
holiday in Hawaii. i have to meet up with her someplace alongside the road and determine
Detroit will be nearly as good as any for her to affix up with me and the UWW. I simply desire
Khristen is up for the ride?it's consistently a trip. Yours truly, Shadoe Donovan
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